
IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA  
 

CC Case No  102/2011 
CC Case No  103/2011 

In the matter between: 
 
MINISTER OF MINERAL RESOURCES Applicant 
 
and 
 
SWARTLAND MUNICIPALITY AND OTHERS       Respondents 
 

AND 
 
In the matter between: 
 
MACCSAND (PTY) LTD Applicant 
 
and 
 
CITY OF CAPE TOWN AND OTHERS        Respondents 
 

 
HEADS OF ARGUMENT FOR MINISTER OF MINERAL RESOURCES 

(IN RESPONSE TO SUBMISSIONS BY AGRI SOUTH AFRICA ) 
 

 
 
 1 . Pursuant to directions of this Court, Agri South Africa (“Agri SA”) was 

granted leave to intervene as the second amicus curiae and to file 

written submissions.  This it did on, or about, 7 February 2012. 

 2   These submissions are made in response to the aforesaid written 

submissions by Agri SA. 

 3   ANALYSIS OF AGRI SA's WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS 

 3.1  Agri SA  

 3.1.1  defines the “issue to be argued” as “[w]hether the 

holder of a mining permit or mining right under the 
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MPRDA ought (our underlining) to be required to 

obtain environmental authorisation under NEMA before 

it may commence or continue with mining activities.”1; 

and 

 3.1.2  states that it's “concern” is “whether the mining rights 

regime developed by the Minerals Minister (our 

underlining) strikes the constitutionally appropriate 

balance (our underlining) between mining and 

agriculture in order to ensure and protect food 

security”2; 

 3.2  makes reference, in it's written submissions, to numerous 

documents (some even in draft format)/ references, obtained 

from the internet,  

 3.2.1  of which no mention has been made in the 

proceedings a quo3,  

 3.2.2  which are not all common cause nor incontrovertible 

and 

 3.2.3  are not all capable of easy verification; 

 3.3  appears to proceed from the premises that  

 3.3.1  agriculture, contrary to mining, has no detrimental 

                                                 
1 See Practice Note, page 2, 2

nd
 item. 

2 See Written Submissions,, page 5, par. 8 

3 See Written Submissions, footnotes 10 to 37 inclusive, 41, 43, 45 to 53 inclusive – i.e. 29 out 55 

footnotes concern new material. 
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effects upon the environment, more specifically the 

land, water and air, and the general well being of 

people and 

 3.3.2  mining does not contribute, in any meaningful way, to 

giving force and effect to fundamental socio-economic 

rights.  

 4   Agri SA states that “[b]efore mining activities commence food security 

must be assessed.” and then asks the question “[w]hat is the most 

practical and best way to achieve that assessment?”4  It concludes5 as 

follows: 

 4.1  “The effect of not requiring NEMA authorisation … can and often 

will result in the rights protected in section 27(1)(b) and section 

28(1)(c) of the Constitution being threatened or infringed.”  

 4.2  “An interpretation of the provisions of the MPRDA to include 

NEMA intervention is one that promotes the spirit, purport and 

object of the Bill of Rights, specifically one that best respects 

and promotes the right to sufficient food, water and basic 

nutrition for a child.“ 

 5   In essence the case for Agri SA must be based upon the premise that 

there are two possible ways of interpreting the relevant legislation but that 

a cumulative application of the MPRDA and the NEMA “better” protects 

the fundamental right of access to food and water as well as the 

                                                 
4 See Written Submissions,, page 23, par. 60 

5 See Written Submissions,, page 24, par's. 64.1 and 64.2 
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fundamental of a child to basic nutrition.  That premise is not articulated, 

the essence of this argument is already before Court and Agri SA does 

not deal at all with the issue of conflict between these two dispensations. 

DMR's Response 

 6   At the outset it is to be noted that the modern technological state 

cannot exist and function without mining ; in a South African context 

the mining industry is the foundation and mainstay of the national 

economy, providing the material means and resources by means 

whereof government at all levels is enabled to discharge the 

Constitutional obligations in respect of all the rights in the Bill of Rights. 

 7   In paragraph 38 of the heads of argument for Agri SA the bold and 

sweeping allegation is that mining activities affect the viability of 

farming: there is no foundation for this allegation and in any event no 

clarification of the level on which this allegation is relevant.  To state by 

way of generalisation that the viability of farming is at stake is nothing 

more than hyperbole.  It needs to be emphasised that mining is a 

temporary use of land and that all miners are, in terms of section 

38(1)(d) of the MPRDA, under the legal duty, as far as it is reasonably 

practicable, to rehabilitate the environment affected by the prospecting 

or mining operations to its natural or predetermined state or to a land 

use which conforms to the generally accepted principle of sustainable 

development. 

 8  

 8.1  Agri SA's submissions and conclusions are (with respect) 
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emotive, speculative and unsupported by facts in the record and 

are superficial.  It requires only a simple evaluation of the real 

life situation to realise that without the products of mining 

farmers would not have the means to continue their farming nor 

to transport their products to people, including children, requiring 

nutrition, nor to pipe water to the people in need thereof - with 

the concomitant detraction from the rights sought to be 

promoted by Agri SA.   

 8.2  The issue, on this level, is one of how to achieve a balance 

between all conflicting rights, powers and reasonable interests – 

whether this achieved through the environmental provisions of 

the MPRDA alone or together with those of the NEMA is an 

issue of interpretation. 

 8.3  It is common cause that the MPRDA flows from an exclusive 

national competence which is entrusted to the national 

legislature in terms of section 44(1)(a)(ii) of the Constitution and 

to the national executive in terms of section 85(2)(a) thereof.  

NEMA, on the other hand, is schedule 4 legislation flowing from 

a concurrent legislative competence in respect of which the 

implementation is entrusted to the provincial executive in terms 

of section125(2)(b) of the Constitution.  Contrary to this scheme 

embedded in the Constitution, Agri SA argues for a veto by the 

provincial executive over matters, powers and functions falling 

within the functional sphere of national government.  Such a 
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veto is constitutionally untenable.  

 9   As regards Agri SA's alleged concerns it should be noted that:- 

 9.1  the mining rights regime is not, contrary to what is alleged, 

something developed by the Minerals Minister but is determined 

by the national legislature in the exercise of it,s exclusive 

competence and is embodied in the provisions of the MPRDA; 

and 

 9.2  no party to these proceedings has alleged, nor sought an order 

declaring that, the MPRDA fails to strikes “the constitutionally 

appropriate balance between mining and agriculture” and, 

accordingly, it is inappropriate for Agri SA, no matter what it 

believes, to raise this in these proceedings. 

 10 . That said, the desirability of having food security, the necessity for 

water to be conserved and shared appropriately and for the 

environment to be conserved and protected cannot be disputed but 

there is simply no factual basis to even suggest that the Minister of 

Mineral Resources, in the exercise of the powers and functions under 

the MPRDA, does not give proper effect and consideration to the 

requirement of sustainable development.  This key concept is defined 

in section 1 of the MPRDA to mean “the integration of social, economic 

and environmental factors into planning, implementation and decision 

making so as to ensure that mineral and petroleum resources 

development serves present and future generations; “  By definition all 

of the concerns raised by Agri SA have to be taken into account.  
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 11   Insofar as affects on the environment are concerned 

 11.1  it cannot be, nor is, denied that mining has an effect on the 

environment (this should not be construed as an admission of 

the correctness of Agri SA's unsubstantiated factual allegations 

in this regard) but, the question is not, however, whether mining 

has an effect but rather, as set out above, what is the legal 

mechanism which has been provided to mitigate these effects; 

 11.2  Agri SA appears to proceed from the proposition that agriculture 

has no detrimental effects on the environment and people which 

is patently incorrect – agriculture has been the cause of, or 

implicated in,  

 11.2.1  the degradation and salinisation of land, erosion of 

vast amounts of soil over time and on an annual 

basis6,  

 11.2.2  the degradation of rivers and riparian environments, 

the eutrophication of dams/reservoirs, the pollution 

and/or reduction of groundwater supplies7,  

                                                 
6  Land in Gauteng – Chapter%205%20Land.pdf (Obtainable at www.environment.gov.za/soer/ 

reports /.../Chapter%205%20Land.pdf ),  Agricultural Sector Plan – agriculture.pdf) Integrated 

approach to nutrient cycling monitoring, S. Afr. j. sci. vol.103 no.7-8 Pretoria July/Aug. 2007, 

Declining soil quality in South Africa: effects of land use on soil organic matter and surface 

crusting, S. Afr. j. sci. vol. 99 Sept/Oct. 2003, Tackling dryland agriculture and salinisation in the 

Berg River catchment, March 2010, (Obtainable at http://ntww1.csir.co.za/plsql/ptl0002 

/PTL0002_PGE157_MEDIA_REL?MEDIA_RELEASE_NO=7523302) Erosion is the cancer of 

agriculture, (Obtainable at www.agrisa.co.za/Dokumente/Hulpbron/Erosie.pdf  ), Soil erosion – 

soilerosion.pdf, (Obtainable at http://www.nda.agric.za/docs/erosion/erosion.htm ), GLOBAL 

IMPACT OF SALINITY AND AGRICULTURAL ECOSYSTEMS – Ch1-2-

Salinity%2BEnvironment%2BPlants%2BMolecules.pdf, (Obtainable at http://xa.yimg.com/kq 

/groups/21666630/914623393/name/Ch1-2-salinity%2BEnvironment%2BPlants%2BMolecules.pdf   
7 Water Pollution (Rand Water) .htm, (Obtainable at http://www.randwater.co.za 

http://www.environment.gov.za/soer/%20reports
http://www.environment.gov.za/soer/%20reports
http://ntww1.csir.co.za/plsql/ptl0002%20/PTL0002_PGE157_MEDIA_REL?MEDIA_RELEASE_NO=7523302
http://ntww1.csir.co.za/plsql/ptl0002%20/PTL0002_PGE157_MEDIA_REL?MEDIA_RELEASE_NO=7523302
http://www.agrisa.co.za/Dokumente/Hulpbron/Erosie.pdf
http://xa.yimg.com/kq%20/groups/21666630/914623393/name/Ch1-2-salinity%2BEnvironment%2BPlants%2BMolecules.pdf
http://xa.yimg.com/kq%20/groups/21666630/914623393/name/Ch1-2-salinity%2BEnvironment%2BPlants%2BMolecules.pdf
http://www.randwater.co.za/
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 11.2.3  air pollution through dust, pesticides and/or other 

chemicals8,  

 11.2.4  diseases in workers and people exposed to chemicals 

used and, often but not always9,  

 11.2.5  socio-economic problems arising out of the poor 

treatment of farm workers. 

The true issue 

 12   The issue in this matter  

 12.1  is not, as alleged by Agri SA, “what ought to be required nor, 

necessarily, which piece of legislation is “better”?”,  

but, rather,  

 12.2  is “what do the relevant pieces of legislation, in their proper 

                                                                                                                                           
/CorporateResponsibility/WWE/Pages/WaterPollution.aspx),  Agricultural Effluent and 

Eutrophication, (Obtainable at http://www.orangesenqurak.org/  See also at 

http://www.limpoporak.com/en/river/water+quality/human+impacts/agricultural+effluent+and+eutr

ophication.aspx ), Development of a Reconciliation Strategy for the Olifants River Water Supply 

System, (Obtainable at http://www.dwaf.gov.za/Projects/OlifantsRecon/documents.aspx ), 

Eutrophication: Present reality and future challenges for South Africa by CE van Ginkel, 

(Obtainable at www.ajol.info/index.php/wsa/article/view/72832/61738 ),  Fertilizers as water 

pollutants, (Obtainable at http://www.fao.org/docrep/w2598e/w2598e06.htm#TopOfPage ), The 

impact of feedlot effluent on water quality and aquatic macroinvertebrate community structure in 

streams of the upper Vaal River catchment, South Africa,  African Journal of Aquatic Science 

(Obtainable at http://dx.doi.org/10.2989/AJAS.2009.34.3.3.979), Groundwater Quality in the 

Limpopo River basin, (Obtainable at  http://www.limpoporak.com/en/river/water+quality 

/human+impacts/groundwater.aspx ),  Application of a direct toxicity assessment approach to assess 

the hazard of potential pesticide exposure at selected sites on the Crocodile and Magalies rivers, 

South Africa, (Obtainable at http://dx.doi.org/10.2989/AJAS.2009.34.3.2.978 ),  
8
  White Paper On Integrated Pollution Waste Management For South Africa dd 17 march 2000, 

(Obtainable at http://www.sawic.org.za/documents/205.pdf)  

9 Pesticides Use and Exposure Extensive Worldwide, Rev Environ Health. 2009 ; 24(4): 303–309.,  

Potential health effects of pesticide use on farmworkers in Lesotho,  S Afr J Sci. 2011;107(7/8), 

Art. #509, 7 pages. doi:10.4102/ sajs.v107i7/8.509,  Cancer Incidence Among Pesticide Applicators 

Exposed to Chlorpyrifos in the Agricultural Health Study (Obtainable at 

http://jnci.oxfordjournals.org/),  Application of a direct toxicity assessment approach to assess the 

hazard of potential pesticide exposure at selected sites on the Crocodile and Magalies rivers, South 

Africa, (Obtainable at http://dx.doi.org/10.2989/AJAS.2009.34.3.2.978 ), 

http://www.orangesenqurak.org/
http://www.ajol.info/index.php/wsa/article/view/72832/61738
http://www.limpoporak.com/en/river/water+quality
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Constitutional context, determine?”.  

 13   In determining what is the relevant legislation and what does it / they 

direct it must be noted that  

 13.1  firstly, a party, and specifically Agri SA, is not permitted to “forum 

shop”.  Where the legislature has provided a specialised 

mechanism for dealing with the environmental aspects of mining 

a party may not use alternative jurisdictions or procedures 

merely because those other procedures are perceived to afford 

that party an outcome more in line with it's desires; 10   

 13.2  secondly it is only, it is submitted, if there is more than one 

reasonable interpretation of, or some ambiguity in, the 

legislation that the question arises as to which interpretation 

best gives effect to the spirit, purport and intent of the 

Constitution;11 and 

 13.3  one has to interpret (and, in the event of a conflict, implement) 

the Acts, in their proper and constitutional context as is set out 

in the main heads of argument already filed. 

Conclusion 

 14   DMR, accordingly, persists, as set out in the Heads of argument 

already filed of record, with the submissions that 

 14.1  on a proper contextual, and constitutional, interpretation of both 

                                                 
10 Chirwa v Transnet Ltd and others  2008 (4) SA 367 (CC), par's. 66 and 67 

11 True Motives 84 (Pty) Ltd v Mahdi and Another 2009 (4) SA 153 (SCA) at par. 65 
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the NEMA and the MPRDA it is apparent that no environmental 

authorisation, in terms of the NEMA, is required before the 

holder of a valid mining right or permit and an approved EMP 

may commence, or continue, with mining or mining-related 

activities;  

 14.2  alternatively and if the aforegoing is not accepted, a conflict 

exists between the NEMA and the MPRDA and this conflict must 

be resolved in terms of the common law (whether developed or 

not) by regarding the MPRDA as a lex specialis dealing with 

mining and mining-related activities which are exempted from 

the ambit of the NEMA as a lex generalis. 

 
Chambers      MM OOSTHUIZEN SC 
Pretoria      K WARNER 
13  February 2012 COUNSEL FOR MINISTER 

OF MINERAL RESOURCES
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